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pable of receiving whatever there is to be had. Baby learns by
seeing the things that are continually about him, by hearing the
varied sounds in the home. His intelligence develops particularly
through what he gets from other human beings—the words that
they speak, the expression of their faces, the tones of their voices,
the things they do. Home culture, facial and spirit control, the
English language perfectly spoken, mean important mental edu-
cation for the baby. He loves the tone of mother's voice, the
smile on her face, the sound of her words. It is his delight to
copy, and he responds in kind These of all influences are the
most important and the only real essentials. However, as we
have just suggested, there are realms of possibility of which
few have dreamed Let the parent who desires and can find it
at all practical try out something of the following plan of utiliz-
ing and directing baby's receptive and almost appealing inves-
tigative mental state.
The Play Lesson. Let us suppose that baby is eighteen
months old—perhaps two years, or two and a half. Mother
makes with pencil or scissors a big round 0, and attracts baby's
attention to it and tells him that is 0. It is no time until baby
remembers, and with delight recognizes 0 wherever he sees it.
He sees O's everywhere. In a few days she may add other at-
tractive letters of the alphabet, one at a time, as S, X, and per-
haps Z. There is no hurry about this, for there is much time, and
mother in no way devotes herself to this thing to the exclusion
of other more important ones. This is only occasional and ap-
parently casual, but is no trouble at all; and it is perhaps the
easiest thing in the world for baby to become thoroughly familiar
with his letters in six months to a year from the time this is
begun, It is no tax upon his nervous system—just a little play
that he and mother have, like the playwork of the previous
chapter. This is a play lesson.
No, you wouldn't bother to teach him his letters if he were
ready to start to school; but we are years ahead, with ample
time to jog along. And never is the thing urged upon a baby if
he is not in the mood. (You have heard of that thing being done
after the age of six, haven't you?) Never is his power of atten-
tion taxed (that sometimes happens to older children too), and

